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Upper and lower multiplicities MU (?, 0) and ML(?, 0) for an irreducible
representation ? of a C*-algebra A, relative to a net 0=(?:) in A , are shown to
generalize the multiplicity numbers obtained by previous authors in trace formulae
for (group) C*-algebras. This leads, in the presence of an auxiliary finiteness condi-
tion, to an upper semi-continuity result in [0, ] for trace functions on A :
lim sup Tr(?:(a)): MU(?, 0) Tr(?(a)) (a # A+),
where the summation is taken over the cluster points of 0. A characterization is
given for the condition MU (?, 0)k, where k is a positive integer, from which it
follows that a C*-algebra has all upper multiplicities finite if and only if it has
bounded trace. More generally, the largest bounded trace ideal J of a C*-algebra
A is given by J =[? # A : MU (?)<].  1997 Academic Press
0. INTRODUCTION
The notions of upper and lower multiplicity, MU (?) and ML(?), were
introduced in [2] for an arbitrary irreducible representation ? of a C*-
algebra A in order to study the properties of trace functions ?  Tr(?(a))
on the spectrum A of A and to quantify the extent to which Fell’s condition
may fail for elements of A . Subsequently in [6], the gap between MU (?)
and ML(?) has been investigated by defining upper and lower multiplicities
MU (?, 0) and ML(?, 0) relative to a net 0 in A . These numbers have been
shown in [6] to be closely related to the structure of point-strong limits
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of essentially irreducible representations of A on a ‘‘large’’ Hilbert space.
Previous authors have considered examples of representations of group
C*-algebras for which these upper and lower values coincide (see below).
In the present paper we focus attention on upper multiplicities. These have
so far appeared to be somewhat better behaved than lower multiplicities
(see, for example, [2, p. 126 and Proposition 3.4] and [6, Theorems 4.7
and 4.10]).
In Theorem 2.6 we show that a C*-algebra has all upper multiplicities
finite if and only if it has bounded trace or, equivalently, it is uniformly
liminal (see Section 2 for the definition). The proof of this result requires
new characterizations for the condition MU (?)k (Theorem 2.5) which
may be regarded as generalizations of Fell’s condition for ? # A . We recall
that by [2, Theorem 4.6], MU (?)=1 if and only if ? satisfies Fell’s condi-
tion (that is, there exists a # A+ such that rank(_(a))=1 for all _ in a
neighbourhood of ?). In Theorem 2.5 we show, among other equivalent
conditions, that MU (?)k if and only if there exists a # A+ such that
?(a){0 and rank(_(a))k for all _ in a neighbourhood of ?. In fact,
Theorem 2.5 is obtained as a special case of similar characterizations
for the condition MU (?, 0)k (Theorem 2.4). The proof of Theorem 2.4
uses a new compactness argument in the primal ideal space of the
C*-algebra A.
Theorem 2.8 is a localized version of Theorem 2.6: MU (?)< if and
only if ? does not annihilate the largest bounded trace ideal of the
C*-algebra A. This combines immediately with the main result of [15] to
show that if G is a simply connected nilpotent Lie group and ? # G then
MU (?)< if and only if the Kirillov orbit associated to ? has maximal
dimension (Corollary 2.9).
In Section 3, we give another application of the characterizations in
Theorem 2.5 by proving the formula
MU (?1 ?2)=MU (?1) MU (?2).
This is valid for ?i # A i (i=1, 2) and any C*-tensor product A1 ; A2 of
the C*-algebras A1 and A2 (Theorem 3.2).
In Section 4, we show how upper and lower multiplicities (relative to a
net) generalize the multiplicity numbers obtained by previous authors.
Motivated by examples in group C*-algebras, several authors [10, 14, 16,
20] have considered situations in which
Tr(?:(a))  :
? # L(0)
m? Tr(?(a))< (1)
for all positive elements a in a dense self-adjoint subalgebra of a C*-algebra
A, where 0=(?:): # 4 is a convergent net in A with limit set L(0) and m?
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is a positive integer for each ? # L(0). We show that in such a situation it
is necessarily the case that
m?=MU (?, 0)=ML(?, 0) (? # L(0))
(Theorem 4.1). In [14], Ludwig shows that in the case of C*-algebras of
nilpotent Lie groups, such numbers m? are related to the structure of the
Kirillov-orbits attached to the representations ?. He gives an explicit
example of a five-dimensional real Lie algebra giving rise to a group G for
which there exists ? # G , together with a converging net, such that m?=2.
On the other hand, an interesting example in the discrete case is given
by the space group G=p4gm. From the description of C*(G ) given by
Raeburn in [21, Proposition 8(3)], it can be seen in particular that each
of the irreducible representations ?=M5 , 15 , X satisfies MU (?)=2.
Theorem 4.1 is used in Section 5 to obtain an upper semi-continuity
result for trace functions which complements the lower semi-continuity
results of [2, 5, 6, 9, 16]. It is shown in Theorem 5.1 that if a # A+ and if
0=(?:): # 4 is a net in A then, subject to an auxiliary finiteness condition,
lim sup
:
Tr(?:(a)) :
? # A
MU (?, 0) Tr(?(a)). (2)
On the other hand, by [6, Theorem 4.3],
lim inf
:
Tr(?:(a)) :
? # A
ML(?, 0) Tr(?(a)). (3)
Unlike (3), the inequality (2) does not appear to have precursors in the
literature.
Since MU (?, 0)>0 if and only if ? is a cluster point of 0, the sum in
(2) is concentrated on the cluster points of 0. Similarly, ML(?, 0)>0 if
and only if 0 converges to ? and so the sum in (3) is concentrated on the
limits of 0. Therefore, in order to combine (2) and (3) in a form similar
to (1), one naturally requires that the cluster set C(0) should be non-
empty and equal to the limit set L(0) and that ML(?, 0) should equal
MU (?, 0) for all ? # L(0). Such nets are called pure. The importance of the
condition that C(0)=L(0){< (in which case 0 is said to be properly
convergent) is already apparent in the work of Fell [10] and subsequent
authors [2, 5, 14, 16, 20].
In Section 6, we use these ideas to obtain a new description of the largest
uniformly liminal ideal of a C*-algebra as the closed linear span of
positive elements a which satisfy a property akin to (1) for all pure nets
(Corollary 6.3). For such elements, the trace function ?  Tr(?(a)) may be
regarded as having a form of generalized continuity.
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1. PRELIMINARIES
In this section we establish some notation and recall the definitions of
upper and lower multiplicity from [2, 6]. Let A be a C*-algebra and let
? be an irreducible representation of A. We shall denote by H? the Hilbert
space on which ?(A) acts and we shall adopt the common practice of using
the same symbol ? to denote the unitary equivalence class in A of the
irreducible representation. Thus if ?1 and ?2 are equivalent irreducible
representations (?1&?2) then ?1=?2 in A . Note that, in this situation,
Tr(?1(a))=Tr(?2(a)) for all a # A+ and so we may write unambiguously
the expression Tr(?(a)) whenever ? # A and a # A+.
Unless stated otherwise, we shall always regard (subsets of) the Banach
dual A* as being equipped with the weak*-topology. We denote by N the
weak*-neighbourhood base at zero in A* consisting of all open sets of the
form
N=[ # A*: |(ai )|<=, 1in],
where =>0 and a1 , a2 , ..., an # A. Let P(A) be the set of pure states of A
and let % : P(A)  A be the continuous, open mapping given by %(,)=?,
where ?, is the (equivalence class of) the GNS representation associated
with , [9, 3.4.11].
Let ? # A . We begin by recalling descriptions of the upper and lower
multiplicities MU (?) and ML(?). Let , be a pure state of A associated with
? and let N # N. Let
V(,, N)=%((,+N) & P(A)),
an open neighbourhood of ? in A . For _ # A let
Vec(_, ,, N )=[’ # H_ : &’&=1, (_( } )’, ’) # ,+N].
Note that Vec(_, ,, N) is nonempty if and only if _ # V(,, N ). For
_ # V(,, N ) we define d(_, ,, N ) to be the supremum (in P _ []) of the
cardinalities of finite orthonormal subsets of Vec(_, ,, N ). It is convenient
to define d(_, ,, N )=0 for _ # A "V(,, N ).
From [2, Section 2 and Proposition 3.4] we have
MU (?)= inf
N # N
(lim sup
_  ?
d(_, ,, N )) # P _ []
and, if ? is not open in A ,
ML(?)= inf
N # N
( lim inf
_  ?, _{?
d(_, ,, N )) # P _ [].
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As noted in [2, Lemma 2.1], MU (?) and ML(?) are independent of the
choice of ,. Examples which motivate these definitions and illustrate the
computations are given in [2, Section 2].
Now suppose, in addition, that 0=(?:): # 4 is a net in A . For N # N let
MU (,, N, 0)=lim sup
:
d(?: , ,, N) # N _ [].
Note that if N$ # N and N$N then MU (,, N$, 0)MU (,, N, 0). We
define
MU (?, 0)= inf
N # N
MU (,, N, 0) # N _ []
(which is independent of the choice of , by an argument similar to that
used in the proof of [2, Lemma 2.1]). Similarly, for N # N, let
ML(,, N, 0)=lim inf
:
d(?: , ,, N) # N _ [].
Then ML(,, N, 0) decreases with N and we define
ML(?, 0)= inf
N # N
ML(,, N, 0) # N _ []
(which is, again, independent of the choice of ,). Note that it is not
required that 0 converge to ?. However it follows from these definitions
that MU (?, 0)>0 if and only if ? is a cluster point of 0, and that
ML(?, 0)>0 if and only if 0 converges to ?.
We have the inequalities
ML(?, 0)MU (?, 0)MU (?)
and, if eventually ?:{?,
ML(?)ML(?, 0)
(see [6, Proposition 2.1]). Also, if 00 is a subnet of 0 then
ML(?, 0)ML(?, 00)MU (?, 00)MU (?, 0).
2. CHARACTERIZATIONS OF UPPER MULTIPLICITIES
Let A be a C*-algebra and let ? # A . Following [2, 4], we denote by
S(?) the set of those _ in A which cannot be separated from ? by disjoint
open subsets of A . If MU (?)=1 then [?] is relatively open in S(?)
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[2, Lemma 4.3]. Moreover, examples in [2] show that if MU (?)>1 then
[?] may fail to be open in S(?). Nevertheless, we show below (Proposition
2.1(ii)) that if MU (?)< then [?] is relatively open in certain natural
subsets of S(?). This will suffice as a substitute for [2, Lemma 4.3] in the
proof of our characterization of MU (?) (Theorem 2.5).
Proposition 2.1. Let A be a C*-algebra and let ? # A .
(i) Suppose that 0=(?: ): # 4 is a net in A which is convergent to ?
and that MU (?, 0)<. Then [?] is open in the set L(0) of limits of 0.
(ii) Suppose that MU (?)< and that J is a primal ideal of A such
that Jker ?. Then [?] is open in (AJ )7.
Proof. (i) Let MU (?, 0)=k and let , be a pure state of A associated
with ?. We claim first of all that there exists an open neighbourhood V
of ? in A such that V & L(0) contains at most k distinct elements.
Suppose, towards a contradiction, that this is not the case. Let N1 # N
and let N= 12N1 . Then there exist distinct elements ?1 , ?2 , ..., ?k+1 in
V(,, N) & L(0). Thus there is a unit vector !i in H?i such that
(?i ( } )!i , !i ) # ,+N (1ik+1). (1)
By [2, Lemma 3.1] (with n=k+1 and mi=di=1), there exists an open
neighborhood Vi of ?i (1ik+1) such that if _ # k+1i=1 Vi then there
exists in H_ an orthonormal subset [’1 , ..., ’k+1] such that
(_( } )’i , ’i ) # (?i ( } )!i , !i ) +N. (2)
Let ; # 4. Then, since each ?i lies in L(0), there exists #; such that
?# # k+1i=1 Vi . Hence, using (2) and (1), we obtain that d(?# , ,, N1)k+1.
It follows that lim sup: d(?: , ,, N1)k+1 and so, since N1 was arbitrary,
MU (?, 0)k+1. This contradiction establishes the claim.
Now suppose that [?] is not open in L(0). Using the claim above, we
deduce that there exists ?1 # L(0)"[?] such that ? # [?1]. Since either
?1(A) & LC(H? 1 )=[0] or ?1(A)$LC(H? 1 ), we have
d(?1 , ,, N)= (N # N) (3)
(see the proofs of [2, 4.4 and 4.8]).
Let N1 # N and let N= 12 N1 . It follows from (3) that there is an
orthonormal set [!1 , ..., !k+1] in H? 1 such that
(?1 ( } )!i , !i ) # ,+N (1ik+1). (4)
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By [2, Lemma 3.1] (with n=1, d1=1 and m1=k+1), there exists an
open neighborhood V1 of ?1 such that if _ # V1 then there exists in H_ an
orthonormal set [’1 , ..., ’k+1] such that
(_( } )’i , ’i ) # (?1( } )!i , !i )+N (1ik+1). (5)
Given ; # 4, there exists #; such that ?# # V1 . It follows from (5) and (4)
that
d(?# , ,, N1 )k+1.
Hence lim sup: d(?: , ,, N1)k+1 and so MU (?, 0)k+1. This con-
tradiction shows that [?] is open in L(0) as required.
(ii) Since J is primal, it follows from [3, Proposition 3.2] that there
is a net 0 in A such that (AJ )7L(0). Also, ? # (AJ)7 and MU (?, 0)
MU (?)<. Hence [?] is open in (AJ)7 by part (i). K
It will follow from Theorem 2.6 below that Proposition 2.1(i) may be
viewed as a generalization of [16, Theorem 3]. We cannot use Milicic’s
theorem to prove Proposition 2.1 because of the way in which the latter is
used in the proof of Theorem 2.6.
The next result gives a strengthening of the hypotheses of Proposition 2.1
that is sufficient to ensure that [?] is open in S(?). (See [2, Proposition
5.1] for a different sufficient condition.)
Corollary 2.2. Let A be a C*-algebra and let ? # A . Suppose that
MU (?)< and that ker ? contains only finitely many distinct minimal
primal ideals (say J1 , ..., Jn ). Then [?] is open in S(?).
Proof. In general, the closed set S(?) is the union of the closed sets
(AJ )7 where J runs through the minimal primal ideals of A that are
contained in ker ?. So we have
S(?)= .
n
i=1
(AJi )7.
Suppose that [?] is not open in S(?). Then there exists a net (?:) in
S(?)"[?] which is convergent to ?. There exists i such that ?: frequently
lies in (AJi )7. Then ? # (AJi )7 but [?] is not open in (AJi )7. This
contradicts the result of Proposition 2.1. K
The following example (which was briefly mentioned in [2, Section 4])
satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition 2.1 but not those of Corollary 2.2.
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Let A be the C*-algebra of all continuous functions f : [0, 1]  M2(C)
such that, for each n1,
f \1n+=\
+( f )
0
0
+n( f )+ (where +( f ), +n( f ) # C)
and f (0)=+( f )1. Then
A =[+] _ [+n : n1] _ [?t : 0<t<1, t&1  N]
where ?t( f )=f (t). Routine arguments similar to those in [2, Section 2]
show that MU (+)=2. Also, +n  + as n   in S(+). The minimal primal
ideals contained in ker + are Jn=ker + & ker +n (n1). For each n1,
(AJn)7 is the discrete space [+, +n].
The next result is a strengthening of part of [2, Theorem 4.4] and it will
be needed in the proof of Theorem 2.4 below. Let LC(H ) be the algebra
of compact linear operators on a Hilbert space H. We recall that a point
in a topological space is a cluster point of a net if the net is frequently in
each neighbourhood of the point.
Proposition 2.3. Let A be a C*-algebra and let 0=(?: ): # 4 be a net in
A . Suppose that ? is a cluster point of 0 in A and that MU (?, 0)<. Then
?(A)$LC(H? ).
Proof. Let MU (?, 0)=k and let , be a pure state of A associated with
?. Suppose, towards a contradiction, that ?(A) does not contain LC(H?).
Let N1 # N and let N= 12 N1 . The proof of [2, Theorem 4.4(i)] shows that
d(?, ,, N)= and so there exists an orthonormal set [!1 , ..., !k+1] in H?
such that
(?( } )!i , !i ) # ,+N (1ik+1). (1)
By [2, Lemma 3.1] (with n=1, ?1=?, d1=1 and m1=k+1), there exists
an open neighbourhood V of ? in A such that if _ # V then there exists in
H_ an orthonormal set [’1 , ..., ’k+1] such that
(_( } )’i , ’i ) # (?( } )!i , !i )+N,+N1 (1ik+1). (2)
Given ; # 4, there exists #; such that ?# # V (because ? is a cluster
point of 0). It follows from (2) and (1) that d(?# , ,, N1)k+1 and
so lim sup: d(?: , ,, N1)k+1. Since N1 was arbitrary, we obtain that
MU (?, 0)k+1. This contradiction establishes the proposition. K
The next result gives various characterizations for upper multiplicity
relative to a net. A crucial step in the proof is an application of {s-compact-
ness in the space of primal ideals of a C*-algebra (see [1, Section 4]).
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Theorem 2.4. Let A be a C*-algebra and let 0=(?:): # 4 be a net in A .
Let ? be a cluster point of 0 in A and let k # P. The following conditions are
equivalent.
(i) MU (?, 0)k.
(ii) Given a rank-1 projection E in L(H?) there exist a # A+ such that
&a&=1, ?(a)=E and eventually rank(?:(a))k.
(iii) There exists a # A+ such that ?(a) is a non-zero compact operator
and eventually rank(?:(a))k.
(iv) There exists a # A+ such that ?(a) is a non-zero projection and
eventually Tr(?:(a))k.
Proof. (i)  (ii). Suppose that MU (?, 0)k and let E be a rank-1
projection in L(H?). Let X be the set of cluster points in (Id(A), {s) of
the net (ker ?:): # 4 . Then X is a {s-closed subset of Id(A) and hence is
{s- compact. For I # Id(A), I # X if and only if some subnet of (ker ?:): # 4
converges to I [13, p. 71]. Hence, using the {s-compactness of Id(A) again,
we see that X is non-empty.
We claim that for each I # X there exists an element sI # A+, and an
open neighborhood VI of I in (Id(A), {s), with the following properties:
(1) &sI&=1,
(2) ?(sI )=E,
(3) if (?:(+))+ # 2 is a subnet of 0 with ker ?:(+)VI for + # 2, then
eventually rank(?:(+)(sI ))k.
Assuming that our claim is true, we can use the compactness of X to find
I1 , ..., In in X with Xni=1 VIi#V. Then V is an open set containing all
cluster points of the net (ker ?:): # 4 . It follows from the compactness of
(Id(A), {s) that eventually ker ?: # V. Let si denote sI i , and put
a=sn sn&1 } } } s1s1 } } } sn&1sn # A+.
It follows from (1) and (2) that ?(a)=E and &a&=1. If rank(?:(a))>k
frequently then there exist a subnet 0$=(?:(+))+ # 2 of 0 and i # [1, ..., n]
such that
rank(?:(+)(si ))rank(?:(+)(a))>k
and ker ?:(+) VIi for all + # 2, contradicting (3). Thus rank(?:(a))k
eventually.
It remains to prove the claim. To this end, let I # X.
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Case (i): ? # I . In this case it follows from Proposition 2.3 that
?(I )$LC(H?), and hence there exists x # I + such that ?(x)=E. Let VI be
the {s-open neighborhood of I defined by
VI=[K # Id(A) : &x+K&< 12],
and let f : [0, )  [0, 1] be the continuous function which is zero on
[0, 12], one on [1, ) and linear on [
1
2 , 1]. Defining sI=f (x) we have
&sI&=1, ?(sI )=E, and sI # K for all K # VI . Hence rank(_(sI ))=0 when-
ever _ # A with ker _ # VI and so properties (1)(3) hold.
Case (ii): ? # AI@. Let 0I=(?:(+))+ # 2 be a subnet of 0 such that
ker ?:(+)  I({s). By [10, Theorem 2.1], AI@=L(0I ) (the set of limits of
0I ) and so ? # L(0I ). Since
MU (?, 0I )MU (?, 0)<,
it follows from Proposition 2.1(i) that [?] is open in L(0I ). Thus there
exists a closed two-sided ideal JI of A such that J I & L(0I )=[?], and
hence that J I & AI@=[?]. It follows that
JI & ker ?I. (4)
Since ?(JI ){[0] and ?(A)$LC(H?) (Proposition 2.3), we have that
?(JI )$LC(H?). So there exists qI # J +I such that ?(qI )=E. Using func-
tional calculus, if necessary, we may assume that &qI&=1. We now modify
a standard functional calculus argument. By (4), qI+I is a projection in
AI and so there is a {s-open neighborhood UI of I in Id(A) such that if
K # UI then
&(qI&q2I )+K&<
3
16
and hence the spectrum of qI+K is contained in [0, 14] _ [
3
4 , 1]. Let
f : [0, 1]  [0, 1] be the continuous function which is zero on [0, 14], one
on [ 34 , 1] and linear on [
1
4 ,
3
4], and define sI=f (qI ) # J
+
I . Then sI+K is a
projection in AK for all K # UI , &sI&=1 and ?(sI )=E.
We now claim that there is a {s-open neighborhood VI of I such that
VI UI and such that (3) holds. Supposing otherwise, we obtain the exist-
ence of a subnet 0$=(?:(+))+ # 2 of 0 with ker ?:(+) in UI , ker ?:(+)  I({s)
and rank(?:(+)(sI ))k+1 for + # 2. To see this, let 1 be the set of
all {s-neighbourhoods of I that are contained in UI (directed by revese
inclusion) and let 2=4_1 (directed by the usual product ordering). Let
+=(:, V ) # 2. Since we are assuming that (3) fails for V, there exists
:(+) # 2 such that :(+):, ker ?:(+)V and rank(?:(+)(sI ))k+1. Then
0$=(?:(+))+ # 2 is a subnet of 0 with the required properties.
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Let , be the pure state of A that is supported by E in the representation
?, let !(+) be a unit vector in the range of the projection ?:(+)(sI ), and put
,(+)=(?:(+)( } )!(+), !(+)). Adapting the arguments in [11, p. 605] and [2,
Theorem 4.6], we show next that ,(+)  ,.
Let x # A. Then E?(x)E=*E where *=,(x), so
yI=sI xsI&*sI # ker ?.
Since sI # JI , it follows from (4) that yI # I. Hence
&?:(+)( yI )&=& yI+ker ?:(+) &  & yI+I&=0
and so
lim ,(+)(x)=lim (?:(+)(x)!(+), !(+))
=lim (?:(+)(sIxsI )!(+), !(+))
=lim (?:(+)(*sI )!(+), !(+))
=*
=,(x).
For each + # 2, let [!(+)1 , ..., !
(+)
k+1] be an orthonormal set in the range of
the projection ?:(+)(sI ) and let
, (+)j =(?:(+)( } ) !
(+)
j , !
(+)
j ) (1 j k+1).
It follows from the previous paragraph that , (+)j  , for 1 j k+1.
Let N # N and let +0 # 2. Then there exists +1+0 such that
, (+ 1)j # ,+N (1 j k+1).
Hence d(?:(+ 1) , ,, N)k+1 and so
sup
++ 0
d(?:(+) , ,, N)k+1.
Since +0 was arbitrary, we obtain that
lim sup
+
d(?:(+) , ,, N)k+1.
Hence, taking the infimum over N, we have
k+1MU (?, 0I )MU (?, 0)k.
This contradiction establishes the existence of VI as required.
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(ii) O (iii). This is immediate.
(iii) O (iv). Let a be as in (iii). By scaling, we may assume that
&?(a)&=1. Then there is a non-zero projection E of finite rank in L(H?)
such that ?(a)E=E. Since ?(a) is a non-zero compact operator, ?(A) con-
tains all the compact linear operators on H? and so there exists b # A+
such that ?(b)=E.
Let f be the continuous function from [0, ) to [0, 1] such that f (t)=t
(0t1) and f (t)=1 (t>1), and let x= f (bab) # A+. Then ?(x)=E and
&x&=1. There exists :0 # 4 such that rank(?:(a))k for all ::0 . For
::0 let E: be the range projection of the positive operator ?:(bab). Then
rank(E:)k. For any polynomial p with zero constant term,
p(?:(bab))(H? : )E:(H? : ).
Hence ?:(x)(H? : )E:(H? : ) and so 0?:(x)E: . Thus for ::0 we
have
Tr(?:(x))Tr(E:)k.
(iv) O (i). The proof is similar to that of [2, Proposition 4.1]. Let a
be as in (iv), let ! be a unit vector in ?(a)H? and let ,=(?( } )!, !). Note
that ,(a)=1. Let
N={ # A*: |(a)|< 1k+1= # N.
Suppose that MU (?, 0)k+1. Then lim sup: d (?: , ,, N)k+1. Hence
there exists : # 4 such that Tr(?:(a))k and d (?: , ,, N)k+1. Then
there exists an orthonormal set [’1 , ..., ’k+1] in H?: such that
(?: ( } )’i , ’i ) # ,+N (1ik+1).
It follows that
kTr(?:(a)) :
k+1
i=1
(?: (a)’i , ’i )
> :
k+1
i=1 \,(a)&
1
k+1+
=(k+1) \1& 1k+1+=k.
This contradiction shows that MU (?, 0)k. K
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We now use Theorem 2.4 to establish a similar characterization for upper
multiplicity MU (?), thereby providing a converse for [2, Proposition 4.1].
Theorem 2.5. Let A be a C*-algebra, let ? # A and let k be a positive
integer. The following conditions are equivalent.
(i) MU (?)k.
(ii) Given a rank-1 projection E in L(H? ) there exist a # A+ and
an open neighbourhood V of ? in A such that &a&=1, ?(a)=E and
rank(_(a))k (_ # V ).
(iii) There exists a # A+ and an open neighbourhood V of ? in A such
that ?(a){0 and rank(_(a))k (_ # V ).
(iv) There exist a # A+ and an open neighbourhood V of ? in A such
that ?(a) is a nonzero projection and Tr(_(a))k (_ # V ).
Proof. Let , be a pure state of A associated with ? and let
4=[(N, _) # N_A : _ # V(,, N)],
directed by the partial order given by
(N, _)(N$, _$)  NN$.
For :=(N, _) # 4, we define ?:=_. Then 0=(?:): # 4 is convergent to ?
(c.f. [6, Proposition 2.2]).
(i) O (ii). Assume that MU (?)k and let E be a rank-1 projection in
L(H?). Then MU (?, 0)k and so by Theorem 2.4 there exists a # A+ and
:0=(N0 , _0) # 4 such that &a&=1, ?(a)=E and rank(?:(a))k for all
::0 . Let V=V(,, N0), an open neighbourhood of ? in A . For _ # V we
have (N0 , _):0 and _=?(N0 , _) , and hence rank(_(a))k.
(ii) O (iii). This is immediate.
(iii) O (iv). This may either be proved directly by an argument
similar to that used in the proof of Theorem 2.4 or it may be deduced from
Theorem 2.4 as follows. Let a and V be as in (iii). Since the canonical map
from P(A) to A is continuous, there exists N0 # N such that V(,, N0)V.
Let :0=(N0 , ?). Then for :=(N, _):0 we have
?:=_ # V(,, N)V(,, N0)V
and hence rank(?:(a))k. By Theorem 2.4 ((iii) O (iv)), there exists
b # A+ and :1=(N1 , _1) # 4 such that ?(b) is a nonzero projection and
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Tr(?:(b))k for all ::1 . Let _ # V(,, N1), an open neighbourhood of ?
in A . Then (N1 , _):1 and _=?(N1 , _) , and hence Tr(_(b))k.
(iv) O (i). This is proved in [2, Proposition 4.1]. K
Before applying Theorem 2.5, we give an example to show that (at least
in the non-unital case) it is not possible to strengthen condition (ii) so as
to require _(a) to be a projection for all _ # V. Let I=[0, 1], let X=I_I
and let A be the C*-subalgebra of C(X, M2) consisting of those continuous
functions f such that f (0, 0)=diag(*( f ), 0), f (0, 1)=diag(*( f ), *( f ))
and f (0, t)=diag(*( f ), *t( f ))(0<t<1) (where *( f ), *t( f ) # C). Since
dim(?)2 for all ? # A , we have that MU (*)2 (in fact, one may check
that MU (*)=2 but we do not need this).
Let g be any element of A+ such that *(g)=1. Then *t(g)  1 as t  1&
and *t(g)  0 as t  0+. Thus there exists s # (0, 1) such that *s(g) # (0, 1).
So g(0, s)2{g(0, s) and hence there exists x0 # (0, 1) such that g(x, s) is not
a projection for all x # (0, x0).
For 0<x1 let ?(x, s) be the two-dimensional irreducible representation
of A given by evaluation at (x, s). Then ?(x, s)  * in A as x  0+, but for
all x # (0, x0) we have that ?(x, s)(g) is not a projection.
We now apply Theorem 2.5 to give a characterization of those C*-algebras
A with the property that MU (?)< for all ? # A . Following [16, Section 2],
we denote by T(A+) the set of those elements x # A+ such that the function
?  Tr(?(x)) is bounded on A . By [9, Lemme 4.5.1], the linear span T(A)
of T(A+) is a (hereditary) ideal of A and T(A)+=T(A+). The C*-algebra
A is said to have bounded trace if the ideal T(A) is dense in A. Also, we
denote by R(A) the (hereditary) ideal of A consisting of those elements x # A
such that the function ?  rank(?(x)) is bounded on A . Following Fell and
Perdrizet, we say that the C*-algebra A is uniformly CCR or uniformly
liminal if R(A) is dense in A (see [9, 4.7.11] and [20, 2.1]). Since R(A) is
the linear span of R(A)+ it follows easily that R(A)T(A) (see [16,
Lemma 6(i)]). Thus if A is uniformly liminal then it has bounded trace. In
fact, R(A) is always dense in T(A) [16, Lemma 6(ii)] and so A is uniformly
liminal if and only if it has bounded trace (see also [20, Lemme 2.3]). We
recapture this equivalence as part of the following result.
Theorem 2.6. Let A be a C*-algebra. The following conditions are
equivalent.
(i) MU (?)< for all ? # A .
(ii) A is uniformly liminal.
(iii) A has bounded trace.
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Proof. (i) O (ii). Assume that (i) holds and let ? # A . We must show
that ?(R(A)){[0].
Let MU (?)=k. By Theorem 2.5 ((i) O (ii)), there exist a # A+ and an
open neighbourhood V of ? in A such that &a&=1, ?(a) is a projection of
rank 1, and rank(_(a))k (_ # V ). Let J be the closed ideal of A such that
J =V. Since ?(J ){[0] and ?(A)$LC(H?) [2, Theorem 4.4], we have
that ?(J)$LC(H?). Hence there exists b # J+ such that ?(b)=?(a).
Let c=a12ba12 # J+. For _ # A "V we have _(c)=0, whilst for _ # V
we have 0_(c)&b&_(a) and so rank(_(c))k. Thus c # R(A) and
?(c)=?(a){0.
(ii) O (iii). This follows from the fact that R(A)T(A).
(iii) O (i). Assume that (iii) holds and let ? # A . Then ?(T(A)) is
dense in ?(A) which must therefore be equal to LC(H?). Hence ?(T(A))
contains the ideal of finite rank operators on H? . So there exists b # T(A)
such that ?(b) is a nonzero projection of finite rank. Let a=
b*b # T(A)+=T(A+). Then ?(a) is a nonzero projection and there exists
a positive integer k such that Tr(_(a))k for all _ # A . By Theorem 2.5
((iv) O (i)), MU (?)k<. K
As mentioned in [2], the following result can be proved directly from
the definition of MU . However, it is quicker at this stage to obtain it as a
consequence of Theorem 2.5.
Lemma 2.7. Let J be a non-zero closed two-sided ideal of a C*-algebra
A. Suppose that ? # A and that ?(J ){[0], so that (with the usual identifica-
tions) ? # J A . Then MU (?) is the same whether computed relative to J or
to A.
Proof. We use temporarily the notation MU (?; J ) and MU (?; A) for
the values of MU (?) as computed relative to J and A respectively. Let
k # P. It suffices to show that
MU (?; A)k  MU (?; J )k. (1)
Suppose that MU (?; A)k. Then by Theorem 2.5 ((i) O (iii)), there exist
a # A+ and an open neighbourhood V of ? in A such that ?(a){0 and
rank(_(a))k for all _ # V. Let V1=V & J , an open neighbourhood of ?
in J . Since ? # J and ?(A)$LC(H?), it follows that ?(J)$LC(H?).
Thus there exists b # J+ such that ?(b)=?(a). Let c=bab # J+. Then
?(c)=?(a)3{0 and rank(_(c))rank(_(a))k for all _ # V1 . By
Theorem 2.5 ((iii) O (i)), applied to J, we have MU (?; J )k.
The reverse implication in (1) follows by an even easier double applica-
tion of Theorem 2.5. K
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We shall use the result above, together with another application of
Theorem 2.5, in our study of upper multiplicity for tensor products of
irreducible representations (Theorem 3. 2). We also use it in the following
extension of Theorem 2.6.
Theorem 2.8. Any C*-algebra A contains a largest uniformly liminal
closed two-sided ideal J. Moreover,
J =[? # A : MU (?)<]. (1)
Proof. By [2, Proposition 2.3(ii)], the right-hand side of (1) is an
open subset of A and so there exists a closed two-sided ideal J of A such
that (1) holds. By Lemma 2.7 and Theorem 2.6, J is a uniformly liminal
C*-algebra. Suppose that K is any uniformly liminal, closed two-sided ideal
of A. By Theorem 2.6 and Lemma 2.7, K J and hence KJ. K
In Corollary 6.3, we shall give another description of the largest
uniformly liminal ideal of a C*-algebra.
Corollary 2.9. Let G be a connected, simply connected nilpotent Lie
group and let ? # G . Then MU (?)< if and only if the Kirillov orbit
associated to ? has maximal dimension.
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 2.8 and the description of
the (largest) bounded trace ideal of C*(G) given in [15, Theorem 5.3]. K
3. UPPER MULTIPLICITY FOR TENSOR PRODUCTS
In this section we shall apply Theorem 2.5 to establish the formula
MU (?1 ?2)=MU (?1) MU (?2) for any C*-tensor product (Theorem 3.2).
To establish notation, suppose that ?i is an irreducible representation of a
C*-algebra Ai on a Hilbert space Hi (i=1, 2). Suppose that A1; A2 is a
C*-tensor product of A1 and A2 . Then it follows easily from [23, IV.4.22]
that there is a unique irreducible representation ?1?2 of A1;A2 on the
Hilbert space H1H2 such that
(?1?2)(a1 a2)=?1(a1)?2(a2) (a1 # A1 , a2 # A2).
If _i &?i for i=1, 2, then _1_2&?1?2 . Thus for ?i # A i i=1, 2, we
may speak unambiguously of ?1?2 # (A1; A2)7.
We use the convention that m_= for any m # P _ [].
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Proposition 3.1. Let A1; A2 be a C*-tensor product of C*-algebras
A1 and A2 , and let ?i # A i for i=1, 2. Then
MU (?1?2)MU (?1)MU (?2).
Proof. For i=1, 2 let ki # P satisfy kiMU (?i ). It suffices to prove that
MU (?1?2)k1k2 .
Let N1 (respectively N2 , N) be the standard base of open neighbour-
hoods of 0 in A1* (respectively A2*, (A1; A2)*) as described in Section 1.
For i=1, 2 let ,i be a pure state of Ai associated with ?i . Then the pure
state ,1,2 of A1 ; A2 is associated with ?1?2 .
Let N # N. Since the mapping (1 , 2)  1 2 is continuous for
the product w*-topology on P(A1)_P(A2) and the w*-topology on
P(A1 ; A2), there exist Ni # Ni such that if i # (,i+Ni ) & P(Ai ) (i=1, 2)
then 12 # (,1,2)+N. For i=1, 2 we have kiMU (,i , Ni ) and so
there exist _i # V(,i , Ni ) and an orthonormal set [! (i )1 , ..., !
(i )
k i ] in H_i such
that
(_i ( } )! (i )r i , !
(i )
r i ) # ,i+Ni (1riki ).
Hence
(_1_2( } )(! (1)r 1 !
(2)
r2 ), !
(1)
r 1 !
(2)
r2 ) # (,1,2)+N
(1r1k1 ; 1r2k2).
It follows that _1_2 # V(,1 ,2 , N ) and d(_1_2 , ,1,2 , N )k1k2 .
Hence MU (,1,2 , N )k1k2 . Since N # N was arbitrary, MU (?1?2)
k1 k2 as required.
Theorem 3.2. Let A1; A2 be a C*-tensor product of C*-algebras A1
and A2 , and let ?i # A i (i=1, 2). Then
MU (?1?2)=MU (?1) MU (?2).
Proof. (i) First of all we shall prove the result for the case of the mini-
mal (spatial) C*-tensor product A1min A2 . By Proposition 3.1, it suffices
to suppose that MU (?i )=ki # P (i=1, 2) and to show that MU (?1 ?2)
k1 k2 .
By Theorem 2.5 ((i) O (iii)), for i=1, 2 there exist ai # A+i and a
neighbourhood Vi of ?i in A i such that ?i (ai ) is a nonzero projection and
Tr(_i (ai ))ki for all _i # Vi . Let a=a1 a2 # (A1min A2)+. Then
?1 ?2(a)=?1(a1)?2(a2), which is a nonzero projection, and for all
_1 # V1 and _2 # V2 we have
Tr((_1_2)(a))=Tr(_1(a1)) Tr(_2(a2))k1k2 . (1)
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Let @: A 1_A 2  (A1min A2)7 be the canonical injection defined by
@(_1 , _2)=_1_2 . Then @ is bi-continuous and the image is dense in
(A1min A2)7 [12, Theorem 5]. Thus there is an open neighbourhood W
of ?1 ?2 in (A1min A2)7 such that @(V1_V2)=W & @(A 1_A 2) and
@(V1_V2) is dense in W. It follows from (1) and lower semi-continuity
[9, 3.5.9] that Tr(\(a))k1k2 for all \ # W. Hence, by Theorem 2.5
((iii) O (i)), MU (?1?2)k1k2 .
(ii) We now return to the case of a general C*-tensor product
A1; A2 . By Proposition 3.1, we may suppose that both MU (?1) and
MU (?2) are finite. By [2, Proposition 2.3(ii)], for i=1, 2 there exists an
open neighbourhod Vi of ?i in A i such that MU (_i ) is finite for all _i # Vi .
Let Ji be the closed two-sided ideal of Ai such that Vi=J i (i=1, 2). By
Lemma 2.7 and [2, Corollary 4.9] (or Theorem 2.6), Ji is a liminal
C*-algebra (i=1, 2). In particular, J1 is nuclear and so the closure of the
algebraic tensor product of J1 and J2 in A1 ; A2 is (isometrically
*-isomorphic to) J1min J2 . Then, using part (i) of this proof and also
Lemma 2.7 and the temporary notation in its proof, we have
MU (?1?2 ; A1; A2)=MU (?1?2 ; J1min J2)
=MU (?1 ; J1) MU (?2 ; J2)
=MU (?1 ; A1) MU (?2 ; A2). K
It is natural to ask whether there are analogues of Proposition 3.1 and
Theorem 3.2 in which MU is relaced by ML . Some partial results in this
direction have been obtained by redefining ML(?1 ?2) so as to exclude
from consideration those irreducible representations near to ?1?2 of the
form _1?2 (_1{?1) and ?1 _2 (_2{?2) (for otherwise it is easy to
construct examples in which ML(?1?2)=min[ML(?1), ML(?2)]).
4. UNIQUENESS OF MULTIPLICITIES
In this section we discuss the relationship of MU (?, 0) (and ML(?, 0))
with the multiplicity numbers obtained by previous authors. The main
result is Theorem 4.1 which will subsequently be applied in Section 5.
With a view to applications to group C*-algebras, Fell [10], Perdrizet
[20], Milicic [16], and Ludwig [14] have variously considered situations
in which
Tr(?:(a))  :
? # L(0)
m? Tr(?(a))<
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for all positive elements a in a dense self-adjoint subalgebra of a C*-algebra
A, where 0=(?:): # 4 is a convergent net in A with limit set L(0) (necessarily
equal to the set of cluster points of 0 in this context) and m? is a positive
integer for each ? # L(0). We shall show that necessarily
m?=ML(?, 0)=MU (?, 0) (? # L(0)).
Part of the proof of (i) and (ii) below is related to arguments in [16]. Also,
the case in which m?=1 (? # F ) is related to [5, Corollary 2.7].
Theorem 4.1. Let A be a C*-algebra, let 0=(?:): # 4 be a net in A and
let F be a nonempty subset of A . Suppose that there exist positive integers
m? (? # F ) and a dense self-adjoint subalgebra B of A such that
lim
:
Tr(?:(a))= :
? # F
m? Tr(?(a))< (a # B+). (1)
Then
(i) 0 is properly convergent (see Section 0) with limit set L(0) equal
to F,
(ii) the relative topology on F is discrete,
(iii) m?=MU (?, 0)=ML(?, 0) (? # F ).
Proof. We deal first with the case where B=K(A), the minimal dense
(Pedersen) ideal of A [18, 5.6]. Since K(A) is dense in A, it follows from
(1) that, for each ? # F, ?(A)=LC(H?) and hence [?] is closed in A .
(i) We show first that FL(0). Suppose that ? # F"L(0). Then
there exists a closed two-sided ideal I of A and a subnet 00=(?:(+))+ # 4 0
of 0 such that ? # I and ?:(+)  I for all + # 40 . There exists a # A such that
?(a){0 and a # K(I )+K(A)+. Then we obtain from (1) that
0=lim
+
Tr(?:(+)(a))=lim
:
Tr(?:(a))Tr(?(a))>0.
This contradiction shows that FL(0).
Suppose next that \ is a cluster point of 0 in A and that \  F. Then
there exists a subnet 01=(?:(+))+ # 4 1 of 0 such ?:(+)  \ and there also
exists b # K(A)+ such that \(b){0. By lower semi-continuity [9, 3.5.9]
and (1),
Tr(\(b))lim inf
+
Tr(?:(+)(b))<
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and there exists an open neighbourhood V of \ in A such that
Tr(_(b))> 12Tr(\(b)) (_ # V).
It follows from (1) that F & V is finite (this is similar to the proof of [16,
Lemma 9]). Thus V"F is an open neighbourhood of \ in A and hence has
the form I 0 for some closed two-sided ideal I0 of A.
There exists c # A such that \(c){0 and c # K(I0)+K(A)+. Then, by
lower semi-continuity,
lim inf
+
Tr(?:(+)(c))Tr(\(c))>0.
On the other hand, we obtain from (1) that
lim inf
+
Tr(?:(+)(c))=lim
:
Tr(?:(c))=0.
This contradiction shows that every cluster point of 0 lies in F. Hence
F=L(0) and 0 is properly convergent.
(ii) Let ? # F. There exists x # A such that ?(x) is a projection of
rank 1 and x # K(A)+. By lower semi-continuity, there exists an open
neighbourhood V of ? in A such that Tr(_(x))> 12 for all _ # V. It follows
from (1) that F & V is finite and hence that V"(F"[?]) is an open
neighbourhood of ? in A .
This shows that each singleton subset of F is relatively open in F, as
required.
(iii) Let ? # F. By (ii), there exists a closed two-sided ideal I of A
such that I & F=[?]. Hence there exists a # A such that ?(a) is a projec-
tion of rank 1 and a # K(I )+K(A)+. It follows from (1) that
lim
:
Tr(?:(a))=m? . (2)
Let ! be a unit vector in the range of ?(a) and let ,=(?( } )!, !) # P(A).
We shall show first of all that MU (?, 0)m? .
Writing k=m? , we obtain from (2) that there exists :0 # 4 such that
Tr(?:(a))<k+ 14 (::0).
Suppose that MU (?, 0)>k and let
N={ # A*: |(a)|< 14(k+1)= # N.
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Then MU (,, N, 0)k+1 and so
sup
::0
d(?: , ,, N)k+1.
Hence there exists : with ::0 such that
d(?: , ,, N)k+1.
Let [’1 , ..., ’k+1] be an orthonormal set in H? : such that
(?:( } )’i , ’i) # ,+N (1ik+1).
Since ,(a)=1,
|(?:(a)’i , ’i)&1|<
1
4(k+1)
(1ik+1).
Hence
k+
1
4
>Tr(?:(a)) :
k+1
i=1
(?:(a)’i , ’i)
> :
k+1
i=1 \1&
1
4(k+1)+=k+
3
4
.
This contradiction shows that MU (?, 0)k=m? .
Suppose next that ML(?, 0)=rk&1. There exists N0 # N such that
ML(,, N0 , 0)=r.
Hence there exists ;0 # 4 such that, for each ;;0 ,
inf
:;
d(?: , ,, N0)=r.
It follows that there exists a cofinal subset 40 of 4 such that
d(?: , ,, N0)=r (: # 40). (3)
Since 0 is properly convergent, it follows from [10, Theorem 2.1] that
lim
:
&?:(b)&=sup
_ # F
&_(b)&=&?(b)& (4)
for all b # I. Hence, by a standard functional calculus argument (see, for
example, the proof of Theorem 2.4) applied to the element a # K(I )+, there
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exist a positive element c # C*(a) and :1 # 4 such that ?(c)=?(a) and
?:(c) is a projection for all ::1 . Since
0c # C*(a)K(I )K(A)
[19, Proposition 4], it follows from (1) that
lim
:
Tr(?:(c))=m?=k.
Hence there exists :2:1 such that
Tr(?:(c))>k&1 (::2)
and so ?:(c) is a projection of rank at least k (::2).
For each ::2 , let [’:1 , ..., ’
:
k] be an orthonormal set in the range of
?:(c) and let
,:j =(?: ( } )’
:
j , ’
:
j ) (1 jk).
It follows from (4) (arguing as in the proof of Theorem 2.4 and [2,
Theorem 4.6]) that ,:j  , for 1 jk. Hence there exists :3:2 such
that
,:j # ,+N0 (1 jk; ::3).
It follows that d(?: , ,, N0)k for all ::3 . This contradicts (3) and so
ML(?, 0)k=m? , as required.
This completes the proof of the theorem for the case where B=K(A).
For the general case, it now suffices to establish the next lemma.
Lemma 4.2. Let A, 0, F and m? (? # F ) be as in Theorem 4.1. Suppose
that there exists a dense self-adjoint subalgebra B of A such that, for all
x # B+,
lim Tr(?:(x))= :
? # F
m? Tr(?(x))<. (1)
Then there exists a dense two-sided ideal J of A such that (1) holds for all
x # J+.
Proof. The proof is presented in three steps. It will be convenient to use
the following terminology (in which Cp refers to the Schatten p-class).
An element x # A will be said to be sufficiently Cp if ?(x) # Cp(H?) for all
? # F and eventually ?:(x) # Cp(H? :).
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For x # A (not necessarily positive), we will say that (1) holds for x if x
is sufficiently trace-class, ? # F m? Tr(?(x)) converges absolutely, and
lim
:
Tr(?:(x))= :
? # F
m? Tr(?(x)).
Note that the two senses of (1) agree for x # A+. In particular, (1) holds
for all x # B+.
Step I. Let a # A and suppose that (1) holds for a*a. Then (1) holds for
a*ca whenever c # A+.
Proof of Step I. Case (i): we assume in addition that (1) holds for
a*b*ba whenever b # B. Let c # A+ and note that, since a*ca&c&a*a,
? # F Tr(?(a*ca))<. Let =>0, let M=1+? # F m? Tr(?(a*a)) and let
$==(2M). Since B is dense in A, there exists b # B such that &c&b*b&<$.
Then there exists :0 # 4 such that, for ::0 , Tr(?:(a*a))<M and
}Tr(?:(a*b*ba))& :? # F m? Tr(?(a*b*ba)) }<$.
Then for ::0 , we have
}Tr(?:(a*ca))& :? # F m? Tr(?(a*ca)) }
|Tr(?:(a*(c&b*b)a))|+ }Tr(?:(a*b*ba))& :? # F m? Tr(?(a*b*ba)) }
+} :? # F m? Tr(?(a*(b*b&c)a)) }
<&b*b&c& \Tr(?:(a*a))+ :? # F m? Tr(?(a*a))++$
<$(2M&1)+$=2$M==.
Case (ii): we now assume only that (1) holds for a*a. For b # B, we may
apply case (i) (with b* in place of a and aa* in place of c) to obtain that
(1) holds for baa*b*. Hence ba is sufficiently HilbertSchmidt. Since the
HilbertSchmidt norm of an operator is equal to that of its adjoint, it
follows that (1) holds for a*b*ba. Thus a satisfies the additional assump-
tion of case (i) and so (1) holds for a*ca whenever c # A+.
Step II. Let a # A and b # B+. Then (1) holds for ab.
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Proof of Step II. By linearity, we assume without loss of generality that
a # A+. Since (1) holds for b=(b12)* b12, it follows from Step I that (1)
holds for b12ab12. But the elements b12 and ab12 are both sufficiently
HilbertSchmidt (since the HilbertSchmidt operators form an ideal in the
algebra of bounded linear operators on a Hilbert space) and so (1) holds
for (ab12)b12=ab (see, for example, [17, 2.4.14(1)]).
Step III. Let J be the two-sided ideal of A generated by B+. Then J is
dense in A and (1) holds for all x # J.
Proof of Step III. Let a, c # A and b # B+. Then (1) holds for cab by
Step II. Since b is sufficiently trace-class so is the element ab (because the
trace-class operators form an ideal in the algebra of bounded linear
operators on a Hilbert space). Hence (1) holds for abc (see, for example,
[17, 2.4.14(2)]). By linearity, (1) holds for all x # J. The density of J in A
follows easily from that of B+ in A+. K
5. GENERALIZED UPPER SEMI-CONTINUITY
In view of the lower semi-continuity results in [2, Theorem 3.2] and [6,
Theorem 4.3], it is natural to investigate the possibility of analogous
inequalities giving upper semi-continuity. The following main result will be
proved at the end of this section.
Theorem 5.1. Let A be a C*-algebra, let 0=(?:): # 4 be a net in A , and
let x # A+. Suppose that for some 0< p<1 we have lim sup: Tr(?:(x p))<.
Then
lim sup
:
Tr(?:(x)) :
? # A
MU (?, 0) Tr(?(x))
(working in [0, ] with the convention that _0=0).
The conclusion of Theorem 5.1 may fail if the finiteness condition is not
satisfied. For example, let H be an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space and
let A be the C*-algebra of all norm-convergent sequences x=(xn)n1 of
compact operators on H. Let ?n(x)=xn and ?(x)=limn xn for x # A.
Letting 0=(?n)n # N , we have ?=limn ?n and MU (? , 0)=1. Let x be
an element of A for which nxn is a self-adjoint projection of rank n. Then
limn Tr(?n(x))=1 but Tr(?(x))=0.
We now prepare the way for the proof of Theorem 5.1
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Lemma 5.2. Let A be a C*-algebra, let 0 be a net in A and let ? # A . Let
, be a pure state of A associated with ? and let n # P.
(i) nMU (?, 0) if and only if there is a subnet (?:) of 0 and an
orthonormal set [’:1 , ..., ’
:
n ] in H: , for each :, such that
,=lim
:
(?:( } )’:i , ’
:
i ) for i=1, ..., n.
(ii) nML(?, 0) if and only if for every subnet 0$ of 0 there is a sub-
net (?:) of 0$ and an orthonormal set [’:1 , ..., ’
:
n] in H: , for each :, such
that
,=lim
:
(?:( } )’:i , ’
:
i ) for i=1, ..., n.
Proof. (i) Let nMU (?, 0). Let 0=({+)+ # M . Put 4=N_M with
the product direction. Let :=(N, +) # 4. Since nlim sup& d({& , ,, N),
there exists &+ with nd({& , ,, N). Set ?:={& . Then (?:): # 4 is a subnet
of 0. For :=(N, +) # 4 we have d(?: , ,, N)n, so there is an ortho-
normal set [’:1 , ..., ’
:
n] in H: with (?:( } )’
:
i , ’
:
i ) # ,+N, for 1in.
Now if N0 # N let :0=(N0 , +0) for an arbitrary choice of +0 # M. For
:=(N, +):0 we have (?:( } )’:i , ’
:
i ) # ,+N,+N0 , for 1in.
Therefore ,=lim: (?:( } )’:i , ’
:
i ) for 1in.
Conversely, the hypotheses imply that for each N # N and for each :0
there is ::0 with d(?: , ,, N)n. Since (?:) is a subnet of 0, it follows
that lim sup{ # 0 d({, ,, N)n for each N # N. Hence MU(?, 0)n.
The proof of (ii) is analogous. K
In view of the results in [6, Section 2], the next result may be regarded
as a generalization of Lemma 2.7.
Proposition 5.3. Let A be a C*-algebra and B a nonzero hereditary
C*-subalgebra. Let 0 be a net in A and let ? # A . Suppose that ?, and even-
tually 0, lie in the open subset B of A . Then MU (?, 0)=MU (? |B , 0 | B)
and ML(?, 0)=ML(? |B , 0 |B).
Proof. Replacing 0 by a suitable tail, we may assume that 0 lies in B .
Let m=MU (?, 0) and n=MU (? |B , 0 |B). We first show that nm.
Let b # B+ and ! # [?(B)H? ] satisfy &!&=1 and ?(b)!=!. Let ,=
(?( } )!, !) , a pure state of A associated with ?. Note that , | B is a pure state
of B associated with ? |B . Let k # P with kn. By part (i) of Lemma 5.2
there is a subnet (?: ) of 0, and for each : an orthonormal set [’:1 , ..., ’
:
k]
in H: , with
lim
:
(?: |B ( } )’:i , ’
:
i )=, |B , for 1in.
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In particular, lim: (?:(b)’:i , ’
:
i )=,(b)=1 and lim: (?:(b)’
:
i , ?:(b)’
:
i )=
,(b2)=1. It follows that lim: &?:(b)’:i &’
:
i &=0. Then for a # A we have
|(?:(a)’:i , ’
:
i )&,(a)|4 &a& &?:(b)’
:
i &’
:
i &
+|(?:(a)?:(b)’:i , ?:(b)’
:
i )&,(a)|
=4 &a& &?:(b)’:i &’:i &+|(?:(bab)’:i , ’:i )&,(bab)|
 0 as :  .
By part (i) of Lemma 5.2 (converse direction) we have km. It follows
that nm.
We now show that mn. It is possible, but rather lengthy, to do this
directly from the definitions. The following short proof uses results from
[6].
By [6, Theorem 4.1, (i) O (ii)] there is a Hilbert space H, and (_:), _ in
Rep(A, H ), such that
v Ess(_)&m } ?
v (Ess(_:)) is a subnet of 0
v _:  _ in Rep(A, H ).
Then it is also true that
v Ess(_ |B)&m } ? | B
v (Ess(_: | B)) is a subnet of 0 |B
v _: |B  _ |B in Rep(B, H).
By [6, Theorem 4.1, (iii) O (i)] it follows that mn.
The proof for lower multiplicities is identical, except that we use an
arbitrary subnet 0$ of 0 in place of 0, we use [6, Theorem 4.2] in place
of [6, Theorem 4.1], and we use part (ii) of Lemma 5.2 in place of part (i)
of Lemma 5.2. K
Corollary 5.4. If A and B are strongly Morita equivalent C*-algebras
(so that A and B are canonically homeomorphic), then upper and lower multi-
plicities are independent of whether they are computed in A or in B .
Proof. This follows from Proposition 5.3, and the fact that there is a
linking algebra containing both A and B as full hereditary subalgebras [7,
Theorem 1.1]. K
Lemma 5.5. Let A be a C*-algebra, let 0 be a net in A , and let I be a
closed two-sided ideal in A such that Iker _ for all _ in 0.
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Then, viewing 0 as a net in (AI )7A , we have that for each ? # (AI )7,
MU (?, 0) is independent of whether it is computed in A or in AI.
Proof. Let q : A  AI be the quotient map and for N # N let
NI=[ # (AI )*:  b q # N].
Then [NI]N # N is the standard neighbourhood base at 0 in (AI )*. Let
? # (AI )7 and let , be a pure state of AI associated with ?. Then for
each :
Vec(?: , , b q, N)=Vec(?: , ,, NI )
where, on the righthand side, ?: is regarded as an element of (AI )7.
Hence
d(?: , , b q, N)=d(?: , ,, NI )
and so
MU (, b q, N, 0)=MU (,, NI , 0).
The result follows by taking the infimum over N # N. K
Given a Hilbert space H, an operator T # L(H )+ and r>0, we define
%r(T )=Tr(/[0, r](T )).
Lemma 5.6. Let 0<p<1, T # L(H )+ and r>0. Then
%r(T )r(1&p) Tr(T p).
Proof. For any S # L(H )+ we have that Tr(S)&S&(1&p) Tr(Sp). Letting
S=/[0, r] (T), we obtain that
%r(T )&S&(1&p) Tr(S p)r(1&p) Tr(T p). K
We recall that a net in a set X is said to be universal if for each subset
A of X either the net is eventually in A or the net is eventually in X"A (see
[13, p. 81]).
Lemma 5.7. Let A be a C*-algebra and let 0=(?:): # 4 be a universal
net in A . For y # A+ define f ( y )=lim: Tr(?:( y )) # [0, ]. Let x # A+ and
0< p<1, and suppose that f (x p))<. Then f is lower semicontinuous at x.
Proof. We note first of all that f is well-defined. Indeed, for y # A+ the
universal net (Tr(?:( y ))) in the Hausdorff space [0, ] (regarded as the
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one-point compactification of [0, )) has a cluster point which is then
the (unique) limit by universality.
We may assume that &x&1. Let C=1+f (x p)1+f (x). Let =>0, and
choose r>0 such that
(i) Cr1& p<=3.
Let y0 with &x&y&<r. We will show that f ( y )f (x)&=, which will
conclude the proof.
If f ( y )= there is nothing to prove, so we assume that f ( y )<. Then
there exists ; # 4 such that whenever :; we have
(ii) Tr(?:( y ))<,
(iii) Tr(?:(x))> f (x)&=3,
(iv) CTr(?:(x p)).
Now fix :; and let M be the rank of /(r, 1](?:(x)). Then
CTr(?:(x p)) (by (iv))
Mrp,
and hence
(v) rMCr1&p<=3 (by (i)).
By Lemma 5.6, (iv) and (i), we have that
(vi) %r(?:(x))<=3.
Let S1(T )S2(T ) } } } denote the singular values of a positive compact
operator T. Then, using [8, Corollary 1.8], we have
Tr(?:( y)) :
M
k=1
Sk(?:( y ))
 :
M
k=1
Sk(?:(x))& :
M
k=1
Sk(?:(x&y )),
> :
M
k=1
Sk(?:(x))&Mr (since &x&y&<r)
=Tr(?:(x))&%r(?:(x))&Mr
> f (x)&= (by (iii), (v) and (vi)). K
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Proof of Theorem 5.1. If lim sup: Tr(?:(x))=0 there is nothing to
prove. So we may assume that
(i) lim sup
:
Tr(?:(x))>0.
Since Tr(S )&S&(1&p) Tr(S p) for any S # L(H)+, the hypothesis yields
that
lim sup
:
Tr(?:(x))<.
Choose a universal subnet of 0 which achieves the lim sup on the left side
of the inequality in the statement of the theorem. Since MU (?, 0) decreases
upon passage to a subnet, it suffices to prove the theorem with the chosen
universal subnet in place of 0. Thus we may assume that 0 is a universal
net, and that
(ii) 0<lim
:
Tr(?:(x))<.
Replacing 0 by a suitable tail, we may also assume that
(iii) sup
:
Tr(?:(x))<.
Let B=xAx be the hereditary C*-subalgebra of A generated by x. By
(ii), 0 eventually lies in B . Replacing 0 by a suitable tail we may assume
that 0B . Since Tr(_(x))=Tr(_ |B(x)) for all _ # A and _(x)=0 if _  B ,
it follows from Proposition 5.3 that the inequality in the statement of the
theorem is unchanged if we replace A by B. Therefore we may assume that
A=xAx.
It follows from (iii) that [Tr(?:(x)) | : # 4] is bounded. If (_i ) is a net
in [?:]: # 4 converging to _ # A , then by [9, 3.5.9] we have Tr(_(x))
lim infi Tr(_i (x)). Therefore, if we define a closed two-sided ideal I of A by
(AI )7=[?:]: # 4 , then x+I is an element with bounded trace in AI. It
follows from Lemma 5.5 that in the statement of the theorem we may
replace A by AI, x by x+I, and 0 by the induced net in (AI )7. Thus we
may assume that x and A have bounded trace (note that the ideal
generated by x is dense in A).
If ? # A MU (?, 0) Tr(?(x))= there is nothing to prove. So we may
assume that
(iv) :
? # A
MU (?, 0) Tr(?(x))<.
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Since 0 is universal, we may define f, g: A+  [0, ] by
f ( y )=lim
:
Tr(?:( y )),
g( y )= :
? # A
MU (?, 0) Tr(?( y ))
(the proof of Lemma 5.7 shows that f is well-defined). By (ii) and (iv) both
f and g are finite on the dense hereditary cone
[ y : 0 ytx, for some t>0]
in A+. Therefore they are both finite on the positive part of a dense ideal
in A, and hence on K(A)+, where K(A) is the Pedersen ideal. By [16,
Lemma 12] there is a unique densely defined lower semicontinuous trace
F on A+ which extends f |K(A)+ , and F=_ # C(0) n_ Tr b _ for certain
n_ # P. By Theorem 4.1, n_=MU (_, 0) for _ # C(0), so that f and g agree
on K(A)+ (if C(0) is empty then g and F are both zero on K(A)+).
By construction, g is lower semicontinuous on A+. Imitating [18, 5.6.7],
let (u*) in K(A)+ be an increasing approximate identity for A. Then
x12u*x12x, for all *, so g(x)lim* g(x12u*x12). But the reverse
inequality holds by the lower semicontinuity of g at x, and so g(x)=
lim* g(x12u*x12). By Lemma 5.7, f is lower semicontinuous at x and so the
same argument shows that f (x)=lim* f (x12u*x12). Since f and g agree on
K(A)+, it follows that f (x)= g(x). K
6. PURE NETS AND UPPER MULTIPLICITIES
In this section we shall use Theorem 5.1 to obtain another characteriza-
tion of the largest uniformly liminal ideal of a C*-algebra.
Let A be a C*-algebra. We say that a net 0=(?:): # 4 in A is pure if
(i) it is properly convergent (see Section 0),
(ii) for all ? # A , ML(?, 0)=MU(?, 0) (with the common value
being written M(?, 0)).
Condition (i) is equivalent to the requirement that the net (ker ?:): # 4
should be {s-convergent to a proper closed two-sided ideal of A [10,
Theorem 2.1].
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Lemma 6.1. Let A be a C*-algebra and let 0=(?:): # 4 be a universal
net in A . Then
ML(?, 0)=MU (?, 0) (? # A )
and if 0 is convergent then it is pure.
Proof. Let ? # A and let , be a pure state of A associated with ?. We
may assume that ML(?, 0)=k<. Hence there exists N0 # N such that
ML(,, N, 0)=k whenever N # N and NN0 . Let N # N with NN0 and
let
f (?:)=d(?: , ,, N).
Then lim inf f (?:)=k. Hence the universal net ( f (?:)): # 4 in N _ [] is
frequently equal to k and so eventually equal to k. Thus
MU (,, N, 0)=lim sup f (?:)=k.
Taking the infimum over N, we obtain that MU (?, 0)=k.
Every cluster point of a universal net is a limit of the net [13, p. 81].
Thus if 0 is convergent then it is properly convergent and hence pure by
the first part of the proof. K
Let S be the subset of A+ consisting of those elements a # A+ such that
Tr(?:(a))  :
? # A
M(?, 0) Tr(?(a))<
for every pure net 0=(?:): # 4 in A . Clearly S+S=S, and if a # A and
a*a # S then aa* # S. Suppose that a # S, b # A+ and 0ba. Let
0=(?:): # 4 be a pure net in A . Using [6, Theorem 4.3] and the fact that
a # S, we have
:
? # A
M(?, 0) Tr(?(b))lim inf Tr(?:(b))
lim Tr(?:(a))
<.
Similarly,
:
? # A
M(?, 0) Tr(?(a&b))lim inf Tr(?:(a&b))<.
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Combining these inequalities and again using the fact that a # S, we obtain
that
Tr(?:(b))  :
? # A
M(?, 0) Tr(?(b))<
and so b # S. It follows from [9, 4.5.1] that the linear span of S is a
hereditary two-sided ideal of A whose intersection with A+ is precisely S.
We define JA # Id(A) to be the norm-closure of the linear span of S.
Theorem 6.2. Let A be a C*-algebra and let ?0 # A . Then ?0 # (JA)7 if
and only if MU (?0)<.
Proof. Suppose that ?0 # (JA)7. Then there exists a # S such that
?0(a){0. If [?0] is open in A , let 0 be a net with constant value equal to
?0 . Then 0 converges to ?0 and MU (?0 , 0)=MU(?0). On the other hand,
if [?0] is not open in A then by [6, Proposition 2.2] there exists a net 0
in A such that 0 converges to ?0 and MU (?0 , 0)=MU(?0). In either case,
we may apply [6, Proposition 2.3] to obtain a subnet 0$ of 0 such that
ML(?0 , 0$)=MU (?0 , 0$)=MU (?0).
Let 0"=(?:): # 4 be a universal subnet of 0$. Then 0" converges to ?0 and
so, by Lemma 6.1, 0" is a pure net. Since a # S,
Tr(?:(a))  :
? # A
M(?, 0") Tr((?(a))<.
But ?0(a){0 and so MU (?0)=M(?0 , 0$)=M(?0 , 0")<.
Conversely, suppose that MU (?0)=k<. By Theorem 2.5, there exist
a # A+ and an open neighbourhood V of ?0 in A such that &a&=1, ?0(a)
is a non-zero projection and rank(_(a))k for all _ # V. Let K be the
closed two-sided ideal of A such that V=K . Since ?0(A)$LC(H? 0) and
?0 # K , we have ?0(K )$LC(H? 0 ). Hence there exists b # K
+ such that
?0(b)=?0(a) and, by using functional calculus if necessary, we may assume
that &b&=1.
Let c=bab # K+. Then ?0(c)=?0(a), &c&=1, _(c)=0 for all _ # A "V
and rank(_(c))k for all _ # V. For _ # V, let E_ be the range projection
of _(c). Then 0_(c)E_ and so 0_(c12)=_(c)12E_ . Hence
Tr(_(c12))k for all _ # A . We shall show that c # S.
Let 0=(?:): # 4 be a pure net in A . Since lim sup Tr(?:(c12))k<,
it follows from Theorem 5.1 and [6, Theorem 4.3] that
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lim sup Tr(?:(c)) :
? # A
M(?, 0) Tr(?(c))
lim inf Tr(?:(c))
k.
Hence
Tr(?:(c))  :
? # A
M(?, 0) Tr(?(c))<.
Thus c # S and so ?0(JA){[0]. K
Corollary 6.3. For any C*-algebra A, JA is the largest uniformly liminal
ideal of A.
Proof. This follows from Theorem 6.2 and Theorem 2.8.
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